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STUDENT LIFE | Sharing wisdom
Seniors give advice on what they wish they
knew as freshmen.

SPORTS | Aggie roundup

NEWS | Under construction

Aggie athletics don’t necessarily wait until
the start of the school year for their seasons
to start. How are they doing so far?

Aggie shuttles scramble to navigate
through ill-timed road construction.
see PAGE 2
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OUR PROMISE TO YOU
With the start of a new school year, we’d like to take the time to welcome all our fellow Aggies.
We’re excited to spend the next few months (or years!) with you. We are an entirely student-run
media organization. All of the managers, editors, writers, photographers, videographers, designers and podcast hosts are students. If you interact with some of our content, know that one of
your peers produced it. Overall, our mission is to connect members of the Aggie community and
provide a voice for all through impactful, relevant and diverse multimedia coverage. That mission statement is printed in every issue of our newspaper and it guides all of our decisions. Our
goal is to be the premier destination for anyone who is interested in Utah State University. We
can’t cover everything that happens at a place as broad and complex as USU, but we will always
strive to be open and transparent — an important component of good journalism.
This year, we have two primary points of emphasis that go hand-in-hand with our mission
statement. First, we will provide perspectives that can’t be found anywhere else. Second, we will
ask the questions that aren’t being asked and need to be. This year, as you follow USU student
media, you will find stories that cover a variety of topics — stories that challenge your assumptions, teach you things about this university and its people, alter the way you view the world and,
hopefully, lead to you ask your own questions. Free speech and the free flow of ideas that naturally precede it are a core component of our community. Our promise to you this year is that we
will show you new perspectives, ask the questions that need to be asked, and always be honest
and transparent. To engage in the full spectrum of our content, we invite you to follow us on
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat. You can also as read us online at usustatesman.com
and in the print edition each Tuesday morning. Thank you for spending your time with us, here’s
to a great year. Welcome back Aggies!

General math requirements altered
By Spencer Burt
NEWS STAFF WRITER

While serving as Utah State University provost

in 2016, now-president Noelle Cockett decided

something needed to be done about developmental math across all majors. Quickly.

Cockett and other administrators at USU no-

MATH 0990 and MATH 1010. This change allowed students to take one course instead of

two, while meeting the same prerequisites.
STAT 1045 was added, combining elements

USU slashes scholarship awards
By Jackson Murphy
NEWS STAFF WRITER

When Utah State University realized it was

from MATH 0990, MATH 1010, and STAT 1040,

giving scholarships at an unsustainable rate,

Linda Skabelund, an adviser in the Mathe-

scholarship policy that awarded fewer dollars

effectively reducing three classes to one.

matics and Statistics Department, said this

university administrators placed their bets on a
to students and ultimately resulted in a 10 per-

ticed that many degree programs not based in

change has been a big help for many students.

pre-calculus algebra class. On March 26, 2016,

lund said, "but we definitely don't want [stu-

university implemented was the introduction of

and academic advisers from different pro-

they don't need it."

which are handed to out-of-state students who

1050 final exam, Cockett asked if their students

exclusively for students in elementary, special

math or science still required MATH 1050, a
she held a workshop with department heads

grams. After giving them a copy of a MATH

"We don't want to dumb things down," Skabe-

dents] taking a higher pre-calculus course if
Another math class, MATH 1051, was created

cent drop of freshmen on campus this fall.

dent Noelle Cockett said in an Aug. 18 USU

Board of Trustees meeting. Over a two-year pe-

riod, second, third and fourth generation Ag-

gies contributed to a $7 million jump in legacy
waivers awarded, Cockett said.

“We had to say to recruitment that we can’t be

that generous,” she said. “We can’t afford this,
and believe me this was a serious concern.”

So USU reconciled with its budget. While re-

The most significant cost-saving measure the

sults are still trickling in – and immediate mea-

a three-tier system for alumni legacy waivers,

USU this year – the school is predicting the

have a parent or grandparent that graduated

sures show that 300 fewer freshmen attended
newly-implemented strategy will be successful.

It’s all a part of the university’s strategy for

from USU.

growth, said John Mortensen, the assistant vice

study. In response, many programs removed

students learn to apply math in the classroom

prices. Under the change, the amount awarded

tion at USU.

ment.

1050 would.

which is calculated using their GPA and SAT or

than they can handle and their retention rates

class," Cockett said. "But somehow we had

an, former and current math department heads,

for several academic scholarships was reduced

continue to provide excellent services to the

In the continuing effort to help students com-

all this math initiative “appears to be working

needed that level of math for their area of

and deaf education programs. This course helps

MATH 1050 as a Quantitative Literacy require-

instead of preparing them for calculus as MATH

"If you're going to take calculus, you need this

Cockett said Richard Cutler and Chris Corcor-

MATH 1050 all over every degree program."

have been terrific to work with, and that over-

plete their QL requirement, there were three

really well.”

new math classes added to the university cata-

log. MATH 0995 was added as a pilot program
in 2015, and has now completely replaced

-— spencerburt@aggiemail.usu.edu
@SpencerABurt

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
While requirements within the mathematics department aren’t changing, the general education requirements will be less advanced.

The waiver program provided in-state tuition

will be based on a student’s index number,

ACT score. Additionally, the amount awarded
by 5 percent.

In 2015-16, USU’s Admissions Office awarded

$17,911,792 in out-of-state waivers to 1,589
recipients.

“We realized we couldn’t do this because the

quality of our students is going up,” USU Presi-

president for Enrollment Services and Reten-

“Some [Utah] institutions are growing faster

are suffering,” Mortensen said. “We want to
students we already have.”

Additionally, the university was prepared for

the initial drop in attendance, said USU spokesman Tim Vitale.

“We made a decision as an institution, know-

ing that that decision would cause a decline in

see “Scholarships” PAGE 2

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
The scholarship change has had the largest impact on the freshman class, as the incoming enrollment rate has dropped 10 percent.
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Aggie shuttles detoured by ill-timed construction

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
Construction on the intersection of 1000 N and 800 E was scheduled to be completed in July, but delays have pushed it back. It is now expected to be finished in mid-October.
By Bobbee Russell
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Aggie Shuttle busses are facing the challenge of operating in the midst of road
construction on 1000 North, taking detours on 900 North and 900 East.
“We know it's a bad time,” said Mark
Nielsen, the public works director for Logan City. “However, the detour isn't that
bad. We are working to complete [construction] as quickly as we can.”
The purpose for the construction is to repair the underground sewer and make the
sidewalks comply with the American Disability Act. The project is estimated to be
finished on October 15.
Alden Erickson, supervisor of the Aggie
Shuttle, wanted to inform Utah State University students that the Maverik Stadium’s south entrance to the west lot is for
shuttle busses only. Additionally, students

who usually use the Blue Square stop are
encouraged to use the stop at Maverik Stadium instead.
“We will try to do our best to accommodate everybody. We will appreciate everyone's patience,” Erickson said.
Although the construction was supposed
to start in May and be completed in July, it
was delayed because of previous projects.
“It wasn’t our first choice”, Nielsen said.
John Hartwell, the vice president and director of athletics at USU, urged the city to
finish the construction in time for the
game against Brigham Young University
on September 29th.
“That’s going to be the largest crowd of
the year,” Hartwell said.
Nielsen said he wishes the construction
wasn’t happening at such an inconvenient
time, but that it must be done.
— b96russell@gmail.com
@bjr24601

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
The construction has affected Aggie Shuttle bus routes, as well as acess to Maverik Stadium.

State and county officials share tips on how to prevent West Nile Virus
By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

Although two cases of West Nile Virus have

been detected among Utah residents, the Utah

Department of Health said Utahns should not
be afraid.

pants to take preventative measures like using

bug spray and wearing long clothing when
weather allows.

“They should be aware that mosquitoes that

carry West Nile Virus virus are alive and active
in Utah,” he said.

Although both cases of West Nile detected in

said, are stagnant areas of water such as ponds

long, protective clothing, Hudachko said one of

“Just eliminating that standing water actually

against mosquito bites is wearing mosquito re-

and pools.

makes a huge difference,” Rigby said. “A lot of

people forget that gutters will harber water for
mosquitoes to breed.”

While West Nile Virus can be deadly, fatality

the best preventative measures people can take

pellant with diethyltoluamide, more commonly

referred to as DEET, a chemical which inter-

feres with mosquitoes instincts, thus protecting
its users from bites.

humans were in Salt Lake County, six Cache

only occurs in one of 150 people infected each

who spend much of their time outdoors, should

West Nile Virus.

Health.

vent being infected with West Nile Virus.

quito Abatement District operations manager,

who are infected with West Nile virus won’t

university program that “provides adventure

preventative measures against mosquito bites.

If people infected to experience symptoms, he

door activities, will not be changing their agen-

tect against bites is to “make sure you wear

Dan Galliher, assistant director of outdoor

“make sure you’re draining standing water

more significant illness which could lead to

not mean that people should stay indoors,” the

gram, said the organization is “not worried,”

Hudachko agreed, adding “another important

cases are pretty rare,” he said, adding that peo-

to enjoy the outdoors and easily protect your-

However, Tom Hudachko, a spokesman for

the department, added Utahns, especially those

be aware and take appropriate cautions to pre-

The Utah State University Outdoor Program, a

and discovery to USU students” through out-

County mosquitoes have tested positive for
However, Richard Rigby, Cache County Mos-

said Cache Valley residents should still take

Rigby said the best way for residents to pro-

da to protect against potential West Nile Virus.

long sleeve pants from dusk to dawn,” and

equipment and facilities for USU Outdoor Pro-

around your home.”

about catching the virus. However, Galliher

thing for people to do is eliminate mosquito

said the group always encourages its partici-

“Scholarships” FROM PAGE 1
student numbers,” Vitale said,” but we looked
for a way to make the student experience more

breeding areas on their property.”

The ideal areas for mosquitoes to breed, he

In the same year, the university lowered the

cost of its online courses to match the price of
its traditional classroom courses.

All of this, Vitale said, is a part of USU’s strat-

According to the Utah Department of Health,

year, according to the Utah Department of

West Nile Virus is most commonly transported

Hudachko added “most of the time people

transported through blood transfusion or trans-

even realize that they were infected.”

said, they usually resemble symptoms of a
stomach flu virus or common cold.

“In a small handful of people, they will get a

some pretty serious complications...but those
ple should see a medical professional if they
feel their symptooms are serious.

through mosquito bites, however, it can also be
plant or from mother to baby.

Although those who spend more time out-

doors are more likely to catch West Nile Virus,

the health department advises people to continue enjoying outdoor recreation.

“Just because West Nile virus is in Utah does

department’s website states. “You can continue
self by using mosquito repellent with DEET.”

Besides avoiding stagnant water and wearing

61,000 students are predicted to be added to

leased for several more months, Cockett said

ing to the Utah State Board of Regents.

take notice of how she’s running USU under-

Utah college and university campuses, accordIn response to the university’s dropping en-

she wants the state of Utah and its leaders to

neath a governor who touts increasing state-

financially efficient for students.”

egy to help students and manage growth.

rollment rate, USU Admissions director Katie

credit plateau from between 13 and 18 credits

think we are already seeing payoffs for stu-

tional goals, not based on comparison to other

they have enough tuition money, just to use it

lows students to take any number of classes be-

tinue to monitor all of the time.”

“Our land-grant mission is to provide access to

“I’ll tell you what, I’m using it more efficient-

In Fall of 2014, the university changed its

to between 12 and 18. The credit plateau altween 13 and 18 credits for a flat price. This

change, Vitale said, increased the incentive for

“Students are saving money,” he said. “We

dents; of course, we’ll wait and see and we con-

Last year, USU was the only university in the

students to take on more classes. USU saw the

state that didn’t see an increase in enrollment,

increase by 30 percent.

and online students. But in the next decade,

number of students taking at least 15 credits

which the school credits to fewer out-of-state

Nielsen said, “USU recruits based on instituinstitutions.”

the state of Utah and our recruitment efforts
will continue to align with that mission and institutional enrollment goals,” she added.

While additional numbers measuring the ef-

fects of these scholarship changes won’t be re-

wide government efficiency by 25 percent.

The state budget director told universities that

more efficiently, Cockett said.
ly,” she said.

—jacksonmurphy111@gmail.com
@jackson1murphy
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STUDENT LIFE

(Almost) Total Eclipse of the Quad
By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

The most talked-about event of the summer

occurred on August 21. Many were excited,

some were skeptical, and others were questioning what the hype was all about.

At around 11:30 a.m., the moon crossed the

sun in totality and caused most of North

America to simultaneously stop in awe at an

event most people only see twice, if not once,
in their lifetime.

“It was such a unique experience to have

everyone looking at one thing at the same

time,” said Sara Sumsion, a student at Utah

State University. “There’s something uniting
about a rare phenomenon.”

The last total eclipse seen over the entire

continental United States occurred in 1918.

This year, its path of totality ran from Oregon
to South Carolina.

To safely view the eclipse, millions of people

watched the sky with special glasses. Those

who didn’t have glasses were still able to see

the crescent moon-shaped shadows the eclipse
cast on the ground.

“I thought it was incredible,” Sumsion said. “It

was so cool to see the shadows fall and the
temperature drop.”

Sarah Ramos took her eclipse-viewing

experience to the next level by driving to the
Grand Teton National Park in Wyoming with

PHOTO BY Dillan Passmore
Students gather on the Quad at Utah State University to watch the first total eclipse crossing from coast to coast since 1918.

her parents and her boyfriend, Anindya Bagchi.
“The eclipse was one of the most amazing

natural beauties I have ever seen and experienced in my life,” Ramos said. “It was a very

dramatic change from very bright outside and

pretty hot to very chilly and dark without much

light in the sky. We even saw stars, even though
it was the middle of the day.”

Spectators flooded areas in the path of totality,

disrupting normal travel and business routines.
Idaho State University even postponed the first
day of classes so students could enjoy the
event.

Niall Thorley, a USU freshman, watched the

What a time to be alive!

I’ve been saying it for the past three years or

so and I’m going to say it again, we have truly

entered the second golden age of television. For
decades television has always been seen as

inferior to the magic of film but the past few

years television has really stepped up its game

and is definitely giving film a run for its money.

Helping television win the battle is the titan of

a force that is Netflix. Netflix has had a string of
fantastic original series and a major player in

that category is its contribution to the Marvel

world with “Daredevil,” “Jessica Jones,” “Luke

Cage” and “Iron Fist.” So what do you do when
you have four super hero hits on your hands at
one time when the genre is dominating the
world? Bring them all together of course.

Netflix’s latest series “The Defenders” is the

“Avengers” of television in which the major

players from all of the previously mentioned
shows come together to form one big super
team. Being as how this is still an idea that

hasn’t been done too many times, it’s still risky

to bring together multiple television shows into
one. However, to absolutely no one’s surprise,
Marvel strikes gold again and delivers what I
consider to be it’s most creative and fun
venture into the superhero genre yet.

After a major earthquake hits New York City,

Matt Murdock (Charlie Cox), Jessica Jones

(Krysten Ritter), Luke Cage ( Mike Colter) and

Danny Rand (Finn Jones) each find themselves
caught up in their own individual mystery that

“I think because a total eclipse across the

eclipse in Logan.

ship Conference and was on campus during the

United States is so unique, it brought a lot of

alone when it started,” he said. “I was kind of

recalled all eyes turning to the sky to experi-

said.

”It was crazy, because I was out in a field

blown away by what was happening, because

I’ve definitely never seen anything quite like it.
Part of the sun was just disappearing.”

For Thorley, the eclipse gave everyone a

common experience to share. He said as a
freshman it was intimidating to meet new

people, but during the eclipse, everyone was on
the same team.

Netflix Review:
“The Defenders”
By Keith Ariaz
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Darby Biggs attended the Aggie Blue Leader-

winds up bringing the four of them together.

When they realize each of their problems are all
connected to an organization known as The
Hand and run by a woman known only as

Alexandra (Sigourney Weaver looking FANTASTIC in all white!), they each decide to set their
egos aside and come together to save the city
before it’s wiped from existence.

If you look into everything behind the scenes

that had to happen in order for the series to

come to life, it sounds like an absolute nightmare and a constant headache for everyone

involved. Lucky for them though, all their hard
work pays off for the most part — minus a few
bumps.

For starters, the narrative is strong and what it

really has working for it is how short it is.

Coming in at only eight episodes, the show

wastes no time getting to the main plot of the
story, bringing these characters together and
giving us what we all really want — to see

these characters fight side by side together. The
four of them never share the screen together
until the end of episode three but until then,

the four of them pair off in doubles and they

combination the show puts them in is golden.
Some of the strongest scenes are when the
team is divided and the story centers on a

particular duo interacting with each other. Who
meets up with whom first isn’t who you would
expect to partner up, but when you see it
happen you can’t deny how right it feels.

I really do believe that TV shows everywhere

need to start cutting their seasons in half and

stop dragging them out. When we have shorter
seasons, we waste less time and can enjoy the
story a lot more than we do when there’s 24

eclipse. During the peak of the event, she

ence the natural phenomenon everyone had

attention to the next eclipse in 2024,” Biggs
The next total solar eclipse to cross North

been talking about for weeks.

America will occur on April 8, 2024. It will start

a speaker system and everyone stopped what

Maine, and end in Canada.

“After the peak, the Scotsman was played over

they were doing to sing along, as we do here at
Utah State,” she said.

Biggs thinks this experience will get people

in Mexico, pass through the U.S. from Texas to

—kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells

excited for the next eclipse.

episodes in a season. “The Defenders” is a
prime example that less really is more.

As strong as the narrative is, I am a little

disappointed that they had to follow the same
old super team formula where each of the

characters meet, hate each other and by the
end start throwing out words like “family.”

From a plot point of view, I understand why

what’s to come. Whether it’s having dinner
together or walking down the street, the

chemistry the four characters have with each
other is some of the best I’ve seen in a long

time, at least in the superhero genre and it’s
loads of fun seeing these characters finally
share a screen together.

That being said, no matter how hard it tries to

you’d want to do it. It provides for more drama

be, “The Defenders” never quite matches the

time I kept thinking to myself, each of these

ers” first came together on screen. As cool as

and makes the stakes feel higher. But the entire
characters has verbally acknowledged how

dangerous their situation is and yet when they
meet other individuals with special abilities of
their own, they dismiss them. And when they
do give them the time of day all they do is

argue about why they don’t need each other.

Just once, in a situation like this, I’d like to see
a scenario where multiple people with superpowers look at each other and think, “Hey, I

level of excitement you feel when the “Avengthe fight scenes are, they never quite reach the
epicness that the “Avengers” had even though
they try REALLY hard! They give us plenty of

solid money shots of the four heroes standing
side by side but when they break out into a

fight, something feels a little off. Still, it’s not
enough for you to feel bored or disappointed

when watching the final climax come to a head.
A quick shout out to Sigourney Weaver to her

think we could make something happen here.”

standout performance as the show’s main

so reluctant to ban together is it makes the

her talent keeps getting better and better. She

The problem with having these characters be

characters, particularly Matt and Jessica,

extremely annoying. They spend the first half of
the show not only arguing with their team, but
they also spend an equal amount of time

throwing pity parties for themselves and pulling
the whole “I never asked to be a hero just let

villain. It seems like with every year she’s alive
rarely gets to play the villain in her career so
it’s obvious to see how much fun she had

making this show and even as a woman in her
60s, she still looks cooler than you ever will in
a hand-to-hand combat battle.

“The Defenders” isn’t the “Avengers,” but that’s

me be” card that frankly, I’m getting tired of

okay. Because, it’s still a cinematic achievement

much more we can be watching on-screen if we

fans of these series will not be disappointed in

seeing in superhero films. I feel like there is so

weren’t spending so much time watching these
characters play the martyr. I mean come on
Daredevil, you did kind of choose to make

yourself a costume and fight crime. No one was
holding a gun to your head telling you to put
the mask on.

in its own right and I’m confident in saying that
what they see unfold in front of them on their
screens at home and I guarantee the ending

will leave them on a cliffhanger that will have

them yelling at their screens for just ONE more
episode.

The bottom line: Even though it falls prey to a

Take out the character cliches though and the

lot of the genre’s cliches, “The Defenders” will

characters themselves. Like I said, we don’t get

to premiere all summer and the perfect way to

show’s biggest bright spot is still the titular

to see them all together until episode 3 but

when it finally happens, it’s a major pay off. It’s
a small battle, but it serves as a preview of

still stand out as the strongest television series
end your summer vacation.

— keithariaz1@gmail.com
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From Seniors to Freshmen
interesting clubs or activities.

“You’ll find people who have the same

interests as you without having to leave your

comfort zone too much,” he said. “Also, if your

roommates invite you to do something, don’t be
afraid to try it because you never know what
could happen.”

Leaving her comfort zone and enjoying time

with her friends was difficult at first for

Kareena Hudson, another senior who knows
what a struggle freshman year can be.

“I was most scared of the social aspect of

college as far as being away from everyone I

knew and everything that was familiar to me. I
was very private my first couple of weeks of
college and not super social,” she said.

Hudson quickly found out that her friends

were not going to let her stay inside her shell.
One night, her friends dragged her out of her

dorm room and that made all the difference in
the world.

“I was afraid of not being wanted or I had that

fear of not being accepted by new friends. Don’t
be afraid of that,” she said. “Ask to do things

with other people. Go to the campus-sponsored
activities. Try to make friends.

Hudson continued, “College is hard enough.

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Freshmens light up their “A” lanterns on the Quad and cheer to change the Old Main “A” to Blue.

By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

set aside specific times of the day to study.

for help from the beginning. Among these

freedoms but also experiencing new stress.

is roommates. There are a few important things

sor’s office hours.

every year about school, being involved, finding

roommates don’t get along, Cook said

and I regret it,” Hartgraves said. “I was too

roommates. This is an effective way to improve

tion I didn’t understand. When I finally started,

Freshman year is an exciting time. Students

are finally out on their own enjoying new

Freshmen seem to have the same questions
friends and much more.

Though Utah State University offers many

Another common problem students deal with

that can be done to help ease tensions when
One way is by being open and honest with

resources are tutoring centers and the profes“I didn’t start doing that until my junior year

scared to ask them for help with the informa-

resources for freshman to find answers to these

those relationships.

turn is to USU seniors who have experienced

lives,” he said. “Ask them about their job, their

remember to believe in themselves and what

your roommates whether it’s comforting them

“Take some risks. Major in something you

questions, one of the best places freshmen can

“Take sincere interest in your roommates’

this stress before.

major, or their social life. Look for ways to help

importance of finding a balance between

after a rough day, or giving them a ride to

Andy Cook is one senior who stresses the

focusing on school and having fun at the same
time.

“You don’t want to graduate college with only

memories of studying in the library until

midnight every night. Having fun is a huge part

school.”

When Megan Hartgraves was a freshman, her

biggest fear was failing her classes.

“My first semester of college was rough and I

didn’t do well. Study groups and plenty of

to your academic success,” Cook said.

coffee got me back on track,” she said.

hobbies, Cook encourages freshmen students to

utilize the different resources that are available

To help students find time for their friends or

Hartgraves encourages younger students to

my grades were so much better.”

Hartgraves believes it is vital that students

they are capable of.

love,” she said. “Don’t let anyone tell you who
you should be or what you should major in. If
you love art, major in art. If you love English,
major in English. Don’t let anyone stop you
from doing what you love to do,”

Finding friends and having a group of people

to turn to is another essential key to college
success, Cook said.

Cook’s advice for finding friends is to attend

Don’t try to do it without the support that
comes from a circle of friends.”

Keeping stress levels down while continuing to

work hard in school is also important for
college success, Hudson said.

“When you are out and doing things and

trying to have fun, the stress of school just

melts away,” she said. “Have fun but work hard.
College is a balancing act. Don’t get so caught

up in one side of things that you let everything
else fall away and be forgotten.”

a final suggestion, Cook encourages the

freshmen to do everything they can to learn

from the challenges and experiences that they
face throughout their college years.

“College life can be brutal emotionally and be

very humbling,” he said. “However, it’s import-

ant to use these trials and mistakes as opportu-

nities to grow and become a better person than
you were before.”

— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11
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KEEPING UP WITH THE AGGIES
By Thomas Sorenson
MANAGING EDITOR

weekend with a 2-0 victory over Montana as

Coursey and Rachel Gale-Hammond, with ju-

a chance to play during the four games. The

ond goal of the homestand. Senior forward

Aggie attack. Junior libero Tasia Taylor has

with camp starting at the end of September.

Cardozo scored the game-winner with her sec-

You’re probably just showing up to school this

week, realizing that your textbooks are even
more expensive than last year and you don’t

know where your classes are and that’s okay.
But while you spent the last couple weeks of

the summer picking up shifts at work to earn
the money you wanted to save all summer,

many of the student-athletes have been on

Bailee Hammond picked up an insurance goal
later in the second half to seal that victory. Se-

nior goalkeeper Sara Cobb earned conference
defensive player of the week honors with the

consecutive shutouts. This past weekend the

Aggies fell 2-0 on the road against No. 18 Utah

for their respective seasons. Let’s take a quick
run around athletics and see what the Aggies
have been up to.

Women’s Soccer

The Aggies were picked to finish fourth in the

preseason Mountain West poll and have started
the season accordingly. An exhibition shutout
win over in-state foe Southern Utah led into the
season-opener, a thrilling double-overtime vic-

tory against the Jackrabbits of South Dakota

State University. The winning goal was scored
in the 102nd minute by freshman midfielder

Ashley Cardozo, one of four freshmen in the

starting lineup. The Aggies finished off the

stepped into the starting role nicely with 53

digs so far. Looking forward, the Aggies will
host a tournament this weekend, squaring off
against Pacific on Friday at 7 p.m. before a dou-

ble-header on Saturday — Montana State at 12

Aggies will begin their season preparations

Football

You might have heard, the Aggies have a pret-

ty big game coming up. They officially kick off

the 2017 season by travelling to Wisconsin to

before another double-overtime performance

ended in a draw against Cal State Fullerton on

PHOTO COURTESY OF Utah State Athletics
Senior outside hitter Kayla DeCoursey will be one of the leaders of the Aggies’ attack this season.

campus for the past few weeks getting ready

nior Lauren O’Brien, round out an impressive

Sunday. Looking ahead, Utah State will have a
string of road games before hosting San Diego
State on September 29.
Volleyball

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Junior linebacker Chase Christiansen and junior back Game Ferguson celebrate after making a tackle on junior running back Eltoro Allen.

p.m. and UC Santa Barbara at 7 p.m.
Men’s Basketball

This doesn’t exactly fit within the parameters

Utah State is primed to make some noise in

of the other sports because the team hasn’t

turning experience at key positions. The team

spent the past couple of weeks touring Italy.

the Mountain West this year, with a ton of re-

started the season at the Arkansas Classic this
week, picking up a three-set sweep over Louisiana Monroe and a 3-1 win against Cal State

Bakersfield before losing to Arkansas in the
tournament finale. Returning all-conference se-

lection Lauren Anderson, a senior outside, is

already off to a great start with 41 kills through
the three matches. Fellow-seniors Kayla De-

been on campus per se, but the Aggie men have
They’ve played four games during the trip, win-

take on the No. 9 team in the country on Friday.

The game will be airing on ESPN and the Hurd

will be hosting a watch party on the turf fields

on campus. The first chance to watch the Aggies at home will be next Thursday when they
take on the Idaho State Bengals.

As always, you can read more about these teams

ning two and losing two. Sophomore guard

and the rest of Aggie athletics in the weekly issues

scoring 19 points in three of the four games.

man.com. Follow us on Twitter, Instagram and

Koby McEwen has led the Aggies on offense,
Junior college transfer Dwayne Brown, Jr. also

shined during the tour, scoring in double-digits

three times. Head coach Tim Duryea ran a few
different lineups, giving everyone on the roster

of the Utah Statesman or online at usustatesFacebook for in-game updates, including photos

and videos. And for a more in-depth look at the

football team watch for our football preview
magazine, available next week.

PHOTO BY Matt Halton
Sophomore forward Alecia Robinson (25) gains position of the ball while dribbling against Fullerton’s Jazzmin Mancilla (25). Utah State tied Cal State Fullerton in double overtime at home 1-1 on Sunday, August 27.
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CHEER UP, AGGIES

than Matt Wells. Yes, he’s a head coach proba-

bly coaching for his job this season. He’s also an

Aggie alum, relatively new to the HC position

and totally willing to do something roughly 95

percent of college coaches are generally unwilling to do — adapt.

Wells’ opening statement to us down at Vegas

media days in July went like this — “Having

the season we had last year, it makes you re-

evaluate everything. With how you recruit,

how you train, how you develop and how you

practice, to schemes, to your coaches, every-

thing. I made a change on offense, a change on

staff on defense…It’s made me go back and as
a head coach reevaluate everything.”

Coach Wells keeps it real. Forward thinking is

a hard quality to find in a head coach, and

Wells certainly isn’t married to forcing his play-

ers to play “his way” judging by the Yost hiring.

This program is now all-in on new OC David

Yost’s “efficiency above everything” mentality

to move the football, and Wells is willing to in-

corporate the playstyle of the athletes in his

locker room into an offensive philosophy rather

than sticking to a set system. Maybe we don’t

try to bulldoze guys in the run game or lob

passes to the sideline anymore, but instead
GRAPHIC BY Emmalee Olsen
By Logan Jones
OPINION MANAGER

course, like any underperforming team the Ag-

personally written several columns over the

few categories. Coaching stability? Fair. Rivalry

personnel decisions, quarterback play, the aw-

gies are going to post pretty poor numbers for a

Logan Jones has covered USU athletics for the Statesman
for four years, and is (Editor’s note: kind of) a former
assistant general manager of the Seattle Storm.

dominance? Also fair. But look at that misera-

Reno sports fans are happier than we are, and

hyping the season on social media, leaves Utah

that’s just not something I’m willing to accept.

When the recent ESPN ranking of every col-

lege football program in the country’s general

contentment found its way onto my Twitter

feed (thanks, Tommy), the three Mountain
West teams in the national Top 50 were no surprise —

Boise fans are all in this year after barely miss-

ing out on a shot at the 2016 conference title.

San Diego knows finally graduating star run-

ning back Donnel Pumphrey won’t damage its

odds of dominating its craptastic division for
the third straight year even a little bit. Rams

fans expecting a middle-of-the-road 2016 were
pleasantly surprised by Colorado State’s in-

triguing ability to go against the grain, shout
“defense is for suckers” at the football gods and
proceed to win games by scoring points in
droves, best punctuated by a rollicking 63-31
beatdown in San Diego.

But then way down at the bottom of the list,

below Fresno State’s perpetual mediocrity, below San Jose’s heroic struggle to field a com-

plete team, even below freaking UNR which
somehow managed to take a break from torching anything bearing Colin Kaepernick’s like-

ble twitter buzz! Y’all have got to lighten up.

That final number, a ranking of how fans are

State fans looking like curmudgeonly Clint

Eastwood types in what should be the literal
peak period for offseason hype. Look at the
Cleveland Browns — they have some of the

most tortured fans in all of sports. Their front
office is paying Brock Osweiler private island

money. They have sucked for an unreasonable
number of years. And yet, bounce over to r/

last four years criticizing coaching decisions,
ful state of Utah State’s special teams unit and
more. But now, a 3-9 year has a lot of tradition-

pening, otherwise what’s the point of watching
the games?

Look, I get it. College football fandom tends to

be volatile, often without much of a happy me-

dium between total bright-as-the-noonday-sun
exuberance and abject failure. Some years

you’re 11-2 and on top of the world. Others,

you stumble to 3-9 by finding new and exciting

ways to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.

But somewhere in that middle-ground exists a
satisfactory realm I like to call “Bowl eligibility”

— and what’s more, I think your 2017 Utah

the ball moves in a hurry.

Good stuff pt II: Offensive and defensive

On some level all Aggie fans have to know that.

est amidst a miserable Laramie-like wasteland

riddled with forgettable 2- and 3-win teams.

Playing the role of the optimist is uncharted
territory for me, but it seems like the Aggie fam
needs a pick-me-up.

Kent Myers and Dallin Leavitt aren’t 3-9 guys.

In fact, last year’s 3-9 team wasn’t even a 3-9
team. They were probably a good team, maybe

a bowl-eligible team, with an unfortunate dis-

position to come out flat in third quarters and

surrender double-digit leads. One of the loud-

The bad stuff

I’m sure we’ve got a few recently returned

road to 3-9 brown paper bag territory, so let’s

open to the possibility of something good hap-

reason to stay interested, and in Yost’s offense,

2012 peak was only a brief, breathtaking Ever-

Brent Guy flashbacks, wondering if the Aggies’

bodiment of Draft Day’s Vontae Mack! Will
Because Browns! But you have to at least be

ed backs in the ground game. Aggie fans need a

playmakers

missionaries out there who want to know how

their season crash and burn? Of course it will!

and keep defenses honest with shifty light-foot-

ally optimistic fans nervously blocking out

NFL on reddit and you’ve got Deshone Kizer
hype! Myles Garrett is the living breathing em-

stretch the field with quick, aggressive passing

USU went from 10-4 and beating BYU on the

get this out of the way. Lucy yanked the football
away from the charging Aggies five separate
times last season, leaving players and fans alike

flat on their backs staring up into a cruel grey
world where Wyoming and Colorado State
were actually kind of good. Utah State went 0-5

in one possession games, gave up second half
leads on a weekly basis and finished with one

solitary conference win (against Fresno, which
barely even counts). An almost entirely joyless

2016 campaign directly resulted in all 28 me-

dia voters slotting Utah State in last place in
the Mountain Division this season. It also resulted in USU’s shiny freshman wideout Rayshad Lewis bolting for his hometown Maryland

est arguments against the Aggies potential this

year is “What changed? Who do we have now
that we didn’t have then?”

Not to spoil one of my upcoming pieces for

our annual football preview magazine (plug!),

but this team oozes potential breakout candidates — Justus Te’i, Adewale Adeoye and Dax

Raymond all look immensely promising. But

finding diamond-in-the-rough type guys risks

missing the stars right in front of your face.

Dallin Leavitt is nice and pissed off and healthy

this year. The always-angry attitude-era defen-

sive spark is probably an all-conference safety if

USU beats Air Force and New Mexico in ‘16 to

justify the selection, and definitely the first guy

you pick to have your back in any fight anywhere for any reason.

Jalen Davis is out to prove he belongs on an

NFL roster — and he just might. The rest of the

secondary is incredibly deep, with guys like

Wesley Bailey fending off competition from

JUCO transfer Deante Fortenberry and a host of
other qualified candidates.

And of course, Kent Myers. If anyone catches

as much flak for losing as the head coach, it’s

the quarterback. Sure, the playcalling may have

been poor, the line play poor, the field position

poor, and the entire look and feel of last season

generally poor, but Myers is still a dual-threat

QB who can be pretty special under the right

offensive direction. While Myers would certain-

ly benefit from a more accurate deep ball, the

senior is still fourth in program history in com-

pletion percentage (60.5) and his career
TD:INT ratio currently rests at 31:14. Myers

will not lose this team any games, and may

even win them one or two this season if his

connection with Ron’Quavion Tarver advances
a step.
GRAPHIC FROM ESPN.com

ness to win three conference games, there lies
the Utah State Aggies.

Last place in happiness, distraught in its ap-

parent irrelevancy.

The criteria for these rankings falls into the six

categories listed above, and though perhaps
slightly flawed depending on how they’re

weighted, those six points are certainly fair pil-

lars to build a happiness index on. Rivalry wins

matter, staff stability matters, all of those things

affect a fanbase’s general attitude. And of

State Aggies are about to rediscover it.

team.

reasons to be happy in Aggieland.

it did fall. Attendance crumpled, Cache Valley

ent homerism of writing for USU student media

demand for televised games evaporated, and

That’s right, buckle up sports fans. There are
Before any of you go crying about the appar-

about why USU might actually be kind of good
this season, let’s establish something important

— I’m not above criticizing this team. We ran a

headline after last year’s CSU collapse that read
“Three weeks til basketball season” in about

800-pt font, and we were damn proud of it. I’ve

Yes, it seemed like the sky was falling. In fact

turned its attention to the basketball team, the

now after a summer of ceaseless negativity and
road construction coach Wells and Kent Myers
are tasked with picking up the pieces.

The good stuff, starting with Matt Wells

To be blunt, nobody has more skin in the game

It’s still a team sport with a lot of moving parts

to analyze, but it’s not like Utah State is devoid

of players who can turn games around. True,

you can do a write-up like this for every team in

the conference (that’s literally what Tommy’s

doing right this second), but that’s the whole

point. The Mountain West is a crazy conference

where a team like Wyoming can field a stud

running back and an NFL prospect under center

and still be picked to finish last, only to earn a

spot in the conference title game within a span
see “Cheer up” PAGE 7
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of four months. It happened last year, and will

continue to happen for as long as offseason
sports writing exists.

PAGE 7
borhood 5K. The best running back on the team

had NFL written all over him and then missed
most of the season. Body language on the sideline looked miserable. Nobody looked like they
had fun at any point.

Shift to this August, where I’ve heard win pro-

Good stuff pt. III: Schedule, mojo and men-

jections for Utah State as high as 7-5 and (more

Utah State’s unhappy fans have a point. Last

“Maybe we’ll be better than .500” and a floor of

tality

year sucked. It was especially damaging to

watch a team that should’ve been pretty decent
toss away games in Ft. Collins (led 24-10, got

shut out in second half), Reno (led 37-24 with

seven minutes left, fumbled game away) and at
home against New Mexico (led 21-3 in third
quarter). Personally, I consider a tight game in

Boise and the infamous touchdown robbery

commonly) as low as 1-11. That’s a ceiling of
“Who cares, we suck.” And yet, the attitude
around the locker room is simply “nobody be-

lieves in us, let’s prove them wrong.” My honest

expectation is 6-6, with one of those wins being
totally flukey (that’s a discussion for another
day, I’m already 1,800 words deep into discussing this dumb happiness index).

With a schedule laden with easier road games

against Air Force even more heartbreaking than

and playing host to Boise State, Wyoming, CSU

season looks completely different. Instead it

against a conference power. If USU can beat the

the others; win either of those games, and your
was an emotionally taxing season that de-

stroyed any sense of momentum (Coach Wells

terms it “mojo”) game by game. Utah State
seemed to lose key cogs (Leavitt, Devante

Mays) at the worst times, and personified the

phrase “playing not to lose.” In their last three
games, the Aggies out-paced opposing offenses
by 1.6 yards per play and still somehow managed to lose every one.

and BYU, there’s a shot that flukey game comes

Rams at home after taking care of business
against Idaho State and SJSU, a 3-3 start will

see this team well on its way to bowl eligibility.

Three more wins against UNLV, Hawaii and
New Mexico are entirely plausible. A bonus win

in a tough place to play like Air Force or at

out-of-conference foe Wake Forest is just frosting.

Don’t forget how easy it is for public percep-

It may seem counterintuitive that losing tight

tion of a team to slip in and out of favor week

lowing season, but it does makes sense that

earlier for expecting a mediocre season, but

games is usually a positive indicator for the fol-

merely being in a position to win increases the
odds of doing so. If USU is in five one-posses-

sion games this fall, it seems rather unlikely the

to week. I took a shot at Colorado State fans
look again at how content they are with their
team here in late August.

The thing is, the fans were totally right — the

team would drop every one of them (as they

Rams were the definition of middle-of-the-road

This season is also entirely different from a

tied for fourth in the division. I see no reason

did last year).

mental standpoint. The Aggies have an obvious
chip on their shoulder and a lot to prove — a
theme present in every interview and practice

since January — but at the same time almost
no expectations. Last year’s patchwork front
seven was expected to compete with pro-cali-

ber running backs every other week, and still

folks were predicting eight or nine wins for the

inexperienced squad. Myers’ OL protection did
its best impression of the tape stretched across
the finish line at the end of your annual neigh-

in 2016, finishing 5-3 in the conference and

that couldn’t be Aggie fans this time next year.
That’s a record well within reach for this team,
and if that’s all it takes to swing USU into ES-

PN’s Top 50 happiest fan bases, maybe we

should all lighten up a bit before declaring this
season a waste.

— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj
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OPINION
Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley community. Opinions
expressed in letters to the editor are not endorsements by the Utah Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote
discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print letters to the editor as they are written, so
long as they comply with basic journalistic standards of professionalism.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
RACE ISSUE NOT ALWAYS
BLACK AND WHITE

Letters to the editor

Letters should be limited to 400
words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,

It’s complicated. The issue, that is. Basically,

their northern counterparts before the Civil War.

We all share the same planet, breathe the same

gether, took the same oaths together. They had

it’s real simple, we’re all God’s children. Period.
air. Why rock the boat? We have bigger fish to
fry.

It’s certainly not about statues.

Statues are

symbols only to those who worship them or fear

them. To the rest of us they are just works of art

They roomed together, ate together, learned to-

country. Then, they had a choice to make ...

stand for the national anthem, or take a knee in
protest.

I don’t often agree with Donald Trump. I don’t

even like him, I think he’s nuts. In fact, I don’t

and respect one another as fellow human beings.

let alone his first term. But if we are going to

No, this is the new FUBAR America, so let’s take

the complicated, politically correct and incorrect
route and pick one another apart for all we’re
worth.

Follow the money. People are making money

off the race issue. Just like they are making
money off religion, the NFL and selling automo-

biles. The human inclination to chose sides and

our passion for heros, leadership, direction and

hope is reciprocated by our need to survive and
a desire to capitalize on these same things.

believe he will last as president through this year
start erasing our American history, “sanitizing”
it, because certain groups of people are, and cor-

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any individuals. Any letter directed to a specific individual may be edited or not
printed.

rectly so, offended by symbols that denote important parts of our history as a nation, and allow them to have their way, then let’s get rid of

every statue, memorial, battle field and national
cemetery because they will offend someone who

will unite a cause, incorporate, elect a board,
hire a director and form a committee to promote
their ideas. Follow the money.

Let’s get rid of the Vietnam Memorial because it

But race, skin color, is worthy of deeper discus-

reminds people of an ill conceived, costly war we

A black person in America may, on face value,

tlefield memorial because it hurts to think of the

sion because it’s personal.

ters.

the same intellect. They had the same love of

for pigeons to sit on.

So, let’s not take the high road and just love

redundancy or volume of similar let-

couldn’t win. Let’s get rid of the Gettysburg bat-

Follow the money. People are
making money off the race issue. Just like they are making
money off religion, the NFL and
selling automobiles.

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters
and include a phone number or email
address, as well as a student identification number (none of which is
published).

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.

be offended by, or actually fear, a statue of a con-

pain and suffering of a nation divided over race.

therein, whereas a white person may be offend-

cause if offends short buildings.

federate general because of the implications
ed by or fear a black person’s skin color because

Let’s take down the Empire State Building beOr ..let’s keep the confederate statues as a re-

of some unsympathetic misinterpretation there-

minder of how hatred and race once divided our

generational, reflexive reactions to a stimulus

telligent people, we overcame that issue and will

in. The truth of the matter is these are learned,
playing on our worst instinct. Fear. Fear is our

one great motivator. Not hate, not love, but fear.
Many young black Americans don’t know or

understand their history, they just perceive that
they are an oppressed people and act according-

ly. Many other blacks rise above it and hold their

own. Many young white people don’t know or
understand their history either, they just feel

privileged, superior, and leave it at that. Therein
are the makings of a “white supremacist.” Con-

country and as a symbol of how, as a united, innever let it happen again. Let’s keep the Gettysburg battlefield memorial as a reminder of the

ever let that happen again. And let’s let the Em-

pire State Building stand tall as a symbol of the

American desire to rise above all the petty issues

that constantly present themselves and divide
us, too high even for pigeons on which to, sit.

If I were an Indian, an indigenous person of the

Yes, bad things happen in the world. Why? I

Statue of Liberty or Mount Rushmore. These

gel. Maybe it’s a test. We point to people like
Hitler, Mussolini, Pol Pot and their like and ask
WTF? We witnessed the World Trade Center

tragedy on out TV screens and shuddered with

fear and emotion. As out “greatest generation”
dies off leaving the horrors of WW II and their
honorable duty to country behind as a job well

done, had to be done ..someone had to do it so

we did it ..we now look upon our modern wars
in Vietnam and Iraq with shame or indifference.

We Americans, we humans, can be a complicat-

ed tangled mess of emotions, prejudices, fears
and desires. And then there’s politics.

Many of the confederate generals memorial-

ized in statues went to the same West Point as

exceptions.

impose upon itself, and as a reminder to never,

North American continent, I wouldn’t be so hap-

don’t know. Chalk it up to evil and the dark an-

submitting successive letters -- no

death and destruction a conflicted people can

versely, many other white people act as sensible,
reasoning human beings.

Writers must wait 21 days before

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

py about the symbolism of say the American flag,

wouldn’t appeal to me as symbols of truth justice
and freedom. The Indians I know don’t even like
to be called “Native Americans” as our white, po-

litically correct society has ordained them. It
would be more insulting to me to be called a Native “American” than it would be to call the

Washington Redskins, “Redskins”, or the Cleveland Indians, “Indians.” Personally, I would prefer to be referred to by my native tribe and heritage.

It’s complex, and it’s not all black and white.

So, lets leave the statues and the fear and the

symbolism, and lets take the history lesson and
learn from it, teach our kids from it.
“Leave the gun, take the cannoli.”

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
STATESMAN@USU.EDU
435.797.1775

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800360-4120.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593.

Miscellaneous
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and Your
Family may Be Entitled To A Significant Cash
Award. Call 888-737-1846 To Learn More. No
Risk, No Money Out of Pocket.
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it

find your

HOME
away from home

Help Wanted

Financial

Summer Jobs
Art model
Undraped model needed for an artist in
Logan. Pay is $20/hr. Some discrete
backside nudity. Model must be physically fit
female with blonde hair. Call or text 435-7573307 for interview.

LIFELOCK Identity Theft Protection. Do not
Wait! Start Guarding Your Identity Today. 3
layers of protection. Detect, Alert, Restore. Receive 10% off. Call for Details 1-888-381-5816

Announcements
North Logan Farmers Market
Experience the wide expanse of the 25th
Street Market by the North Logan Library.
Get your fresh produce, handmade gift
items, personalized sewing, nutritarian
advice, and much more. Enjoy those
beautiful fall Saturdays with us!
Email northloganmarket@gmail.com

Moving Out of State? We Will Match or Beat
Any Price Guaranteed! Prices Start at Only
$799. Quality Moving Companies Only. CALL
Long Distance Movers for FREE Quote
1-877-703-3816

Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*

NEWS USUSTATESMAN.COM

Miscellaneous
DISH TV. 190 channels. $49.99/mo. for 24
mos. Ask About Exclusive Dish Features like
Sling®and the Hopper®. PLUS HighSpeed
Internet, $14.95/mo. (Availability and Restrictions apply.) TV for Less, Not Less TV!
1-866-360-6959

DENTAL Insurance

aggiecribs.com

Keep your own dentist! NO networks to worry about
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles –

you could get a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,
exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

www.dental50plus.com/utah

GET IT DAILY AT

Model for art
Model for artist creating oil paintings. Part
Have 10K in Debt? National Debt Relief
time, work around your schedule. Work in a
is rated A-Plus with the BBB. You could be private studio. Reply by email or call or text
debt free in 24-48 months. Call 1-888-684- for interview 435-757-3307.
3851 now for a free debt evaluation.
Email ewallisartist@gmail.com

*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of thistype. Contact
us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY;call 1-800-969-4781 or
respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK:
P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096C

MB16-NM001Gc

Seeking Nominations
Utah State University
invites nominations for
outstanding candidates
to be considered for:

• Honorary Degrees 2018
• Commencement
Speaker 2019
For more information about the nomination
process or to obtain nomination forms go to
the website below or call 435-797-1162.

(http://www.usu.edu/trustees/Honorary_Degrees_
and_Commencement_Speaker/)

Nominations must include the following:
• Completed nomination form
• Short summary of the individual’s
qualifications
• Complete resume or curriculum vita
• Letters of recommendation
Please submit nominations to:
Sydney Peterson
Office of the President
Utah State University
1400 Old Main Hill
Logan UT 84322-1400

Deadline: September 29, 2017
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 29

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 30

Story Time

Toddler Story Time

Exercise Class

North Logan City Library

North Logan City Library

North Logan City Library

Free, 11 a.m.

Free, 10:10 a.m.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31
High-Stakes Bingo
TSC Ballroom

Free, 7 and 9 p.m.

Free, 8 a.m.

Big Agg Show
USU Quad
Free, 5 p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
Logan Library Blood Drive

USU Football Watch Party

Logan City Library

Legacy Turf Fields

Free, 11 a.m.

Free, 7 p.m.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
North Logan Farmers Mar- Paddleboard Jousting
ket
Stokes Nature Center
North Logan City Library
Free, 9 a.m.

Free, 10 a.m.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
LABOR DAY
No class

DAY ON THE QUAD MAP
OLD MAIN
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

435-754-5260

30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

VISIT US AT BOOTH 226-227

1655 North Main
Logan Utah 84341

435-752-6564
Store Hours
Mon-Fri 10-7,
Sat 10-5
$29 HIGH SPEED INTERNET
www.LynnsAudioVideo.com

186
230
80
21
50
15
218
72
35
64
84
29
12
62

LOGAN to
ALASKA for

See us On the Quad booth #15 and learn about:
- seasonal positions in Alaska
- our upcoming on-campus recruiting visits
- paid/local CDL training program
- compensation package (travel/housing/bonuses)

40
201
43
8
170
58
30
194
270
9
34
216
1
217
69
70
222
128
76
223
212

The FUNNEST Place in Town!

188
118
159
25
51
39
203
16
145
146
32
63
119
116

Booth #270
255 E 1770 N - North Logan | (435) 792-4000
CacheValleyFunPark.com

67
59
192
126

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73 74

75

76

77

78

79
Aggie
Radio

187 188 189 190 191

259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266

186
185
184
183
182
181
180
179

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

258
257
256
255
254
253
252
251

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

178
177
176
175
174
173
172
171
170
169
168
167
166
165
164
163
162
161
160
159
158
157

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

250
249
248
247
246
245
244
243
242
241
240
239
238
237
236
235
234
233
232
231
230
229

275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296

156 155 154 153 152 151 150 149 148 147 146 145 144 143 142 141

Aggie Blue Bikes
Aggie Passport
Aggie Radio 92.3 KBLU-LP
Aggies Elevated
Aggies Think, Care Act
Alaska Coach Tours
Alpha Eta Rho
Altius Test Prep
Altra Footwear
America First Credit Union
American Institute of 		
Aeronautics & Astronautics
USU Student Chapter
American National
American Society of 		
Engineering Education
American Society of 		
Mechanical Engineers
AmeriCorps VISTA
ASL Club
AT&T Mobility - Entertainment
Group
Bear River Health Department
Beaver Mountain Ski Area
Bridgerland Technical College
Buckle
Buffalo Wild Wings
Cache Valley Fun Park
Cache Valley Mall
Cache Valley Stone Society
Caine College of the Arts
CAPS
Career Services
Center for Women & Gender
Center for Women & Gender
Chase Bank
Chuck’s Churro
Chugz/Twizlberry Frozen Yogurt
College of Agriculture and
Applied Sciences
College of Humanities & Social
Sciences
Complete Nutrition
Complete Student Loans
Convergys Corp
Cricket Wireless
Crumbl Cookies
Design Build Fly
Directive
Distribution
Domino’s
Domino’s
Dressbarn
Eccles Ice Center
EED and Engineering Computer
Labs
Emma Eccles Jones College of
Education & Human Services
Engineering Council
Engineers Without Borders
Even Stevens
EZ CHEZY

130
198
221
44
42
83
196
162
180
60
202
172

175
167
165
173
164
168
177
178
176
169
166
171

174
163
107
85
120
225
268
197
195
31
215
153
131

FCCLA
Finance & Economics Club
Fizz & Fryz
Freedom Christian Fellowship
Game Grid Logan
Get Away Special Team
Global Engagement
Ambassadors
GNC
Great Clips
Grifol’s Biomat
Healthcare Administration Club
Huntman School of Business
- Society for International
Business & Economic
Development
Huntsman School of Business Business Intelligence/AIS
Huntsman School of Business
-Business Marketing
Association
Huntsman School of Business DECA & PBL
Huntsman School of Business Healthcare Administration
Huntsman School of Business IMA
Huntsman School of Business
Investment Banking/Econ &
Finance
Huntsman School of Business
Master of Business 		
Administration
Huntsman School of Business MHR
Huntsman School of Business MMIS
Huntsman School of Business Pro Sales
Huntsman School of Business SEED/Entrepreneurship
Huntsman School of Business Society for the Advancement of
Ethical Leadership/Pre-Law
Society
Huntsman School of Business Women in Business
Huntsman School of Business
-Ambassadors/Business Council
Icon Health and Fitness
IFC
Information Technology
Institute of Outdoor Recreation
and Tourism
International Language Programs
International Student Council
International Student
Organizations
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
iPhixd Electronics Repair
Island Pauni Grill
Jacobsen Construction

147
4
151
114
66
109
6
149
211
214
267
56
204
52
23
143
144
226
227
115
14
75
28
179
141
142
189
20
205
27
121
122
26
24
237
78
36
86
269
193
5
208
57
117
71
156
46
61
206
7
112

Javier’s
Jerrick’s Fine Jewelry
Jimmy John’s
Journalism & Communication
JoyRun
K Salon and Spa
Kelly Electronics
Kettle Corn of Cache Valley
Keybank
KSM Music
Kubex Fitness
Language, Philosophy &
Communication Studies
Lee’s Marketplace
Lewiston State Bank
Logan Regional Hospital
Lucky Slice Pizza
Lucky Slice Pizza
Lynn’s Audio Video
Lynn’s Audio Video
Merril-Cazier Library
Millennial Towers
Morty’s Café
Mountain American Credit Union
Mountain Ridge Helicoptors
Murdock Auto Group
Murdock Auto Group
Museum of Anthropology
National Residence Hall Honorary
National Society of Leadership
and Success
New Life Fellowship
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of
Art
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of
Art
North Eastern Services
Northwestern Mutual
Nutrishop
Office of Research & Graduate
Studies (Undergrad Research)
Outdoor Product Design and
Development
Panhellenic
Pizza Pie Café
Platinum Dental
Pointe Pest Control
Quinney College of Natural
Resources
RHA Zombie Aggies Organization
S.E. Needham
SAAVI
Salt Lake Express
Science Unwrapped
Silver Lining Salon & Spa
Society for the Advancement of
Ethical Leadership
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers (SHPE)
Society of Photo-Optical 		
Instrumentation Engineers
Student Chapter

Stage Equipment

82
68
135
136
137
138
139
140
210
47
133
134
87
37
273
88
13
79
213
81
17
18
111
77
199
200
41
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
161
158
89
101
105
102
91
93
90
100
92
104
97
103
98
106

Stage

2281 N Main Street
North Logan, UT 84341
. . . . . . . . . . .
(435) 213-3358

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

304 303 302 301 300 299 298 297

228 227 226 225 224 223 222

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

132 131 130 129 128 127 126 125 124 123 122 121

Society of Physics Students
Society of Women Engineers
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stokes Nature Center
Student Alumni Association
Student Events
Student Events
Student Health and Wellness
Student Sustainability Office
Survey Sampling International
Sustainability Council
Tau Beta Pi
TEDxUSU
The Sportsman
The Utah Statesman
TSC Post Office
UAC Fit
University Advising
University Honors Program
University Inn & Conference
Center
University Inn & Conference
Center Challenge Course
USGBC Student Chapter
USU Access and Diversity Center
USU Access and Diversity Center
USU Access and Diversity Center
USU Access and Diversity Center
USU Access and Diversity Center
USU Access and Diversity
Center-Black Student Union
USU Access and Diversity
Center-LatinX Student Union
USU Access and Diversity
Center-Love is for Everyone
USU ACM Club
USU Animal Science Club
USU Campus Rec (Aquatics)
USU Campus Rec (Baseball)
USU Campus Rec (Cycling)
USU Campus Rec (Figure Skating
& Golf)
USU Campus Rec (Fitness)
USU Campus Rec (Hockey Team)
USU Campus Rec (Intramurals)
USU Campus Rec (Men’s Soccer)
USU Campus Rec (Outdoor
Programs)
USU Campus Rec (Quidditch)
USU Campus Rec (Raquetball &
Climbing)
USU Campus Rec (Rodeo)
USU Campus Rec (Swim and Dive
& Water Polo)
USU Campus Rec (Ultimate
Frisbee)   

94
96
95
99
45
228
10
11
207
3
113
224
220
301
187
2
49
53
157
54
55
48
229
279
284
272
252
235
240
290
293
239
292
258
304
253
300
286
282
288
246
254
287
231
298
249
278
283
232
277
248

USU Campus Rec (Women’s
Club Volleyball & Men’s Club
Volleyball)
USU Campus Rec (Women’s
Lacrosse & Men’s Lacrosse)
USU Campus Rec (Women’s
Rugby & Men’s Rugby)
USU Campus Rec (Wrestling)
USU College of Science
USU Collegiate 4-H
USU Credit Union
USU Credit Union
USU Dance Companies
USU Emergency Management
USU English Equestrian Team
USU Extension
USU Flight Team
USU IEE Student Branch
USU Military Science and
Leadership (Army ROTC)
USU Police Department
USU Pre-Occupational Therapy
Club
USU Testing Center
USU Western Equestrian Team
USU-Online
USU-Online
USU-Pre Pharmacy Club
USUSA Aggie Climbing Club
USUSA Aggie Game Night
USUSA Aggies for Christ
USUSA Aggies for Liberty
USUSA Agricultural Education
Club
USUSA American Medical
Student Association
USUSA Americans for Freedom
USUSA Anime Club
USUSA Beards for Cancer
USUSA Big Band Swing Club
USUSA Billiards Club
USUSA Catholic Newman Center
USUSA Charity Anywhere
Chapter
USUSA College Republicans
USUSA Collegians for Christ
USUSA Communications Club
USUSA Country Swing Club
USUSA Entomology Club
USUSA Esports
USUSA Filipino Club
USUSA Fishing Club
USUSa Fly Fishing
USUSA Food Recovery Network
USUSA FPA
USUSA Game Design Club
USUSA Gymnastics Club
USUSA I Am That Girl
USUSA Intercollegiate Studies
Institute
USUSA International Studies Club

294
289
299
271
242
250
238
257
244
236
302
281
276
233
275
285
241
274
295
247
255
297
245
243
234
280
251
296
73
256
209
38
110
22
19
33
291
181
182
183
184
185
74
160
303
190
191
219
124
148
65
108

USUSA InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
USUSA Invests
USUSA ITSA
USUSA LDSSA
USUSA Lutheran Campus
Ministry
USUSA Marriage and Family
Therapy Student Association
USUSA Medieval Fencing Club
USUSA NAMI
USUSA National Society of
Collegiate Scholars
USUSA Navigators
USUSA No Lost Generation
Student Initiative
USUSA Operation Smile at USU
USUSA Podiatry Club
USUSA Pre-Med Club
USUSA Pre-Optometry Club
USUSA Pre-PT Club
USUSA Public Relations
USUSA Rotaract Club
USUSA Secular Student Alliance
USUSA Shouting Shooting Stars
USUSA Skydiving Club
USUSA Society of Leadership and
Success
USUSA Solar Decathlon Team
USUSA Speech and Debate Team
USUSA Students for Choice
USUSA Table Tennis Club
USUSA The Octaves
USUSA USU College Democrats
USUSA Veteran’s Association
USUSA Young Americans for
Liberty
Utah Conservation Corps
Utah Public Radio
Utah State Athletics
Utah State Model United Nations
Club
Utah State RoboSub Team
Utah State University Writing
Center
Utah Theatre
Val R Christensen Service Center
Val R Christensen Service Center
Val R Christensen Service Center
Val R Christensen Service Center
Val R Christensen Service Center
Veteran’s Resource Office
Vivint Smart Home
Wayne P Elwood Agency
Well’s Fargo Bank
Well’s Fargo Bank
Women in Aviation International
USU Chapter
Yogurtland
Your Employment Solutions
Youthlinc
Zions Bank

INTERESTED IN
INTERNATIONAL
SERVICE?

Give back to your
community with local
service and participate in
a capstone humanitarian
expedition!

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO APPLY:

WWW.YOUTHLINC.ORG/APPLY
@youthlinc

AGGIE RADIO 92.3 KBLU-LP FM PRESENTS

BIG AGG SHOW
MUSIC FESTIVAL
8.30.17 @ 5:00 PM

VANLADYLOVE
MOJAVE NOMADS
THE YOUNG NORTH
THE WEDNESDAY PEOPLE
PHAT JESTER
SAMMY POND
MARNY LION PROUDFIT
JOSH SNIDER & THE ATTIC KIDS

